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Playoffs: Scouting Wizards-Hawks 

By Amin Elhassan & Bradford Doolittle 

Insider offers a breakdown of every playoff series using an expert combination of scouting from Amin 

Elhassan and advanced metrics from Bradford Doolittle to answer three crucial questions. Also included 

are predictions from the writers and ESPN's NBA Basketball Power Index projection for the series. Below 

is a series preview for the Atlanta Hawks and Washington Wizards.   

There are a lot of things the Washington Wizards (formerly Bullets) franchise hasn't done since it last 

won a championship. One of those things is play the Atlanta Hawks in a playoff series. The last time that 

happened was during that 1979 championship season for Washington, which needed 39 points from 

Elvin Hayes in order to outlast Hubie Brown's Hawks in Game 7 of an Eastern Conference semifinal. This 

is only the ninth time since then that both teams even made the playoffs. So while many might look at 

Atlanta-Washington as the least sexy matchup of the second round, it's still emblematic of a changing-

of-the-guard kind of postseason in the NBA. 

The Hawks are the top seed in the East of course, while the Wizards are just a 5, yet the manner in 

which the first round unfolded is going to lead many into thinking Washington is in prime position to 

sneak into the conference finals. Atlanta needed six games to dispatch of 38-win Brooklyn in the first 

round. Meanwhile, Washington zipped to a resounding four-game sweep of Toronto and has spent a full 

week cooling its heels and waiting on the Hawks. Both teams finished off their first-round wins with 

blowout victories, though the Wizards' clincher now seems like a long time ago in terms of playoff time. 

Will the Hawks reaffirm their credentials as a top seed and title contender? Or will Washington emerge 

as the rare Cinderella story in the NBA? 

QUESTION 1: The Wizards posted the top offensive efficiency of the first round, but that may say as 

much about the Toronto Raptors' defense as the Washington offense. What do the Wizards need to 

do to maintain some of that scoring magic against a much tougher Atlanta defense? 

Paul Pierce and the Wizards offense had their way with Toronto in the first round. Geoff Burke/USA 

TODAY Sports 

Elhassan: Beyond the shortcomings of Toronto's defense, I'm still not sure whether the Wizards' 

offensive production was by design or accidental. I don't mean that as a slight to their roster, as they're 

clearly talented enough to be an explosive offense, but for the last two seasons Washington hasn't 

exactly been the most judicious in shot selection, taking the fifth-most long midrange jumpers despite 

(a) that being the least efficient shot in basketball in general and (b) their stature as one of the 10 worst-

performing teams at long mid-range jumpers! In either case, Atlanta's defense is much more organized 

than Toronto's, and will no doubt do a better job of "encouraging" the Wizards to indulge in those shots. 

Beyond that, it's worth noting that Washington's main advantage vs. Atlanta is their size, as the Hawks 

struggled at times defending Brook Lopez. However, much of Washington's offensive renaissance 



 

 

 

occurred with Paul Pierce at the four, which the Raptors could not counter. Playing a small-ball lineup vs. 

Atlanta would invite certain doom for the Wizards. 

Doolittle: The reality is that the Wizards' offense was 25th in the league during the season's second half. 

They are a better offensive club than that, and given the way Bradley Beal looked in the first round, they 

are right now likely more like the unit that ranked 13th on offense during the first half than the one that 

struggled so much late in the season. But they are not the crew that outscored Golden State on a per-

possession basis during the first round. Of course, they might not have to be against a Hawks team still 

trying to recover its January-February magic. The Wizards saw the best version of those Hawks in a 120-

89 loss on Jan. 11 that might have been Atlanta's best all-around game all season. 

The Wizards won just one of the four regular-season meetings. Their lone victory came in an April 12 

game that saw Mike Budenholzer rest his entire starting lineup. So the bottom line is that the Hawks are 

not only a much stronger opponent for Washington, they also appear to pose significant matchup issues 

for Randy Wittman and his staff to puzzle over. To me, the key is Beal, who had such a strong series 

against the Raptors. Beal can make Kyle Korver work on the offensive end by running off screens and if 

he goes off, and Budenholzer might not be able to afford to swap DeMarre Carroll onto Beal because 

that leaves Korver on Paul Pierce. Four of Washington's starters put up a true shooting percentage of at 

least 56.3 against Atlanta, but Beal's was just 45.3 percent. That can't happen this series. 

 

QUESTION 2: The inside-outside abilities of Atlanta big men Al Horford and Paul Millsap provide an 

interesting challenge for Randy Wittman and his more inside-oriented frontcourt. How will this play 

out?  

Al Horford and the versatile Hawks frontline will test the Wiz. Nathaniel S. Butler/NBAE/Getty Images 

Elhassan: Atlanta's bigs are so versatile and intelligent, capable of playing out on the perimeter while 

also willing and able to punish smaller defenders on the interior. The Hawks will seek to spread the floor 

with five out and force the Wizards bigs to either leave the familiar confines of the paint, or risk giving 

up open looks away from the basket. Atlanta's offense, when clicking, will swing the ball from one side 

to the other and then feature down screens on the weakside with weak-to-strong cuts, with the bigs 

then popping out after screening. That's alot of stuff to worry about for Washington's bigs, operating in 

space they're not comfortable operating in. The Wizards are almost forced to go small and fight the 

Hawks bigs off the block, but either way, this looks to be in Atlanta's favor. 

Doolittle: Many teams have tried to space out the Wizards when Marcin Gortatand Nenê share the 

floor, but Washington is a disciplined defensive team. The Wizards allowed the third-lowest percentage 

of opposing shots in the restricted area, and the fifth-fewest from the corners. They do a great job of 

forcing teams into the midrange, which is anathema to the Atlanta offensive design. The Hawks took 

around their typical frequency of 3s against Washington, but the Wizards defended the arc well, 

especially in holding Atlanta to 27.3 percent shooting from the corners. However, Atlanta's Jeff 

Teague was especially problematic with dribble penetration in the three games he played against 



 

 

 

Washington. He averaged 21.7 points and seven assists, but more importantly, the Hawks shot 65 

percent in the restricted area and got 25 foul shots per game. 

As Amin mentioned, Wittman got creative with his deployment of 4s against Toronto. Drew Gooden got 

almost as many minutes as Nenê, and Pierce played a lot there as well. The latter option is a by-product 

of Wittman's increasing confidence in Otto Porter. Horford and Millsap can both guard stretch 4s, so to 

me the ideal outcome for Washington is to pound one or both of those guys in the post. It's easier said 

than done, especially for an offense so reliant on John Wall and Beal. The Wizards have to keep the ball 

moving or they get stagnant. If they can't force one of Atlanta's bigs off the floor, then beware, Millsap 

lit up Brooklyn from 3-point range in the first round and Washington needs him to cool off in Round 2. 

 

QUESTION 3: Based on the regular season, you'd think the Hawks would have a decided edge in bench 

production, but Atlanta really struggled at times against Brooklyn when it went to its reserves. Who 

has the real edge here? 

Ramon Sessions and the Wizards bench could hold its own vs. Atlanta. David Cooper/Toronto 

Star/Getty Images 

Elhassan: Will the real Hawks offense please stand up? When Atlanta's offense flows seamlessly, they 

look unstoppable. Against Brooklyn, there were long stretches where the ball stuck and the offense was 

stagnant. With Thabo Sefolosha's absence, the Hawks' bench is thinner than ever; they don't just miss 

his defense and his vet leadership, they miss his ability to run a secondary pick and roll, especially on 

that second unit. I'm giving the slightest of edges to the Wizards bench, especially in the frontcourt. 

Doolittle: The streaky Mike Scott shot 22 percent on 3s in the first round, but he's liable to turn that 

around to 50 percent against Washington just based on pure probability. You know he's not going to 

stop shooting., He shot 11 for 22 from deep in the regular season. Washington does not have the 

reserve playmaker to match what Atlanta had to contend with in Jarrett Jack. Ramon Sessions is the top 

reserve guard, and the Wizards are not going to like any configurations that match him up defensive 

with Dennis Schroder. I like Washington's contingent of reserve bigs, but I still think the larger body of 

evidence suggests the Hawks have the edge in this area. 

 

Predictions 

Elhassan: Hawks in 7. I don't know whether the Wizards will revert to their questionable shot selection 

ways; if they don't, this is going to be a tough series for the Hawks. Either way, Atlanta has the decided 

edge in execution, and postseason success more often than not goes to the team who can play as 

mistake-free as possible. . 



 

 

 

Doolittle: Hawks in 6. We shouldn't overreact to Atlanta's semi-struggles in the first round. For one 

thing, they did actually win the series and six and did so with the per-possession differential better than 

what Houston put up against Dallas, for instance. The Hawks' defense was solid, ranking fifth so far in 

the postseason. And on offense, the shooters put up the fourth-best effective field goal percentage. 

Atlanta rested their guys a lot down the stretch and perhaps that created rhythm problems, issues that 

should be ironed out by this point. The Wizards' offensive performance this season has been too uneven 

to beat a well-balanced squad like Atlanta in a long series. 

 

Don't be surprised if ... 

Elhassan: We see Paul Pierce play a big role again this series, again as a small-ball 4. His swagger and 

shot-making will be desperately needed.. 

Doolittle: Teague didn't shoot the ball well in the first round, but still earned plaudits for the way he 

orchestrated the Atlanta offense. His matchup with Wall dictates that he be more of a scorer, and I 

expect both him and Schroder to have a big series. 

 

BPI projection 

Sixty-five percent chance Hawks win series. Most likely series outcome is Hawks in 7. 

   


